
Eggshell
White, deep, clear (dark bases)
Copolymer Emulsion
51% +/- .5%
109
47 grams/Liter
200 sq ft/Gal
2 to 4 hours
4 hours minimum
5 to 7 days
11.2 lbs +/- .3 lbs
34.4 perms
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TECHNICAL DATA

*ASTM TESTS: E 903, E 408A & E 1980
**ASTM TESTS: D 1653

Information presented on this Data Sheet has been compiled from sources 
to be reliable, and is accurate and reliable to the best of our knowledge 
and belief but is not guaranteed to be so.

moisture content of wood is below 20%. Pressure treated 
lumber should be aged six months before painting and 
then use a stain blocking primer. 
     METAL: Clean the surface. Make sure it is free of grease, 
oil and foreign matter. If rust is present, knock off and 
sand down as much as possible. Then, encapsulated rust 
with a metal red iron oxide primer such as RHINO RED 
IRON OXIDE.
     STUCCO: Prime stucco and masonry before painting. 
New masonry requires a chalk sealing primer or must 
age a minimum of 30-days. The PH level of the wall on 
new stucco should be below “9.”

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
Shake product and do not thin. Do not apply when 
temperature is below 40 degrees Fahrenheit, when humid-
ity is very high. Do not apply when paint will be subjected 
to rain or heavy dew. CERAMIC ONE COAT may be 
sprayed, brushed, or rolled. Spraying is ideal for one 
coat coverage. Allow a minimum of 4 hours to dry if 
applying a second coat. Apply at 200 square feet per 
gallon for optimal performance and durability.

CLEAN UP
Clean all spills, tools, and overspray immediately while 
coating is still wet with warm soapy water.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
CERAMIC ONE COAT is a superior exterior ceramic 
paint. Formulated with top grade acrylic resins, ceramic 
microspheres, and a high pigment content; CERAMIC 
ONE COAT offers insulation, waterproofing, high hide 
and vibrant colors. CERAMIC ONE COAT is easy to 
apply, offers a beautiful smooth finish, good weath-
ering, plus superior mildewcides and algaecides.

PRODUCT USES
CERAMIC ONE COAT is ideal for most residential, 
commercial, and government painting needs. It is 
designed for exterior walls and trim, and may be applied 
over a wide variety of surfaces including primed wood, 
stucco, masonry, primed metal, vinyl, brick, and 
concrete. CERAMIC ONE COAT is self priming and 
designed to be applied thick, for one coat coverage.

SURFACE PREPARATION
PREVIOUSLY PAINTED SURFACES: Remove any loose, 
blistered, cracking or peeling paint using a scraper or 
wire brush. Sand glossy areas before washing. Thor-
oughly clean surface of dirt, oil, grease, chalk, mold, 
mildew, and foreign matter. Wash building from 
bottom up including, eaves, gables, soffit, and fascia. 
Surface must be washed even if it looks clean. Protect 
vegetation and grass. CERAMIC ONE COAT has 
excellent mold and mildew resistance but will not kill 
existing spores on the surface and must be removed 
prior to painting. Scrub soiled, chalky or mildewed 
surfaces with a solution of one cup detergent plus 
one quart beach and one gallon water. If peeling is 
extensive, sand and strip entire surface and then
fully prime all bare areas. 
     UNPAINTED SURFACES: Clean entire building as 
described above. Unpainted surfaces require a full 
coat of primer before the application of CERAMIC 
ONE COAT. Primer may depend upon surface. Inquire 
for more information on choosing appropriate 
primer as needed.
     WOOD: Prime all new and bare wood with a 
stain blocking primer. If stains or bleed through are 
persistent or likely, use a solvent-based stain-block-
ing primer. Sand weathered or discolored wood down 
to solid wood. Replace any rotten boards. Make sure 
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